
Calendar
September

5 Pylon Racing
15 SEFSD Meeting
25&26   SEFSD Fall Fun Fest

October
3 Pylon racing
20 SEFSD Meeting

November
7 Pylon Racing
17 SEFSD Meeting
28 Sepulveda FunFly

Sept. Meeting
Agenda

FFF & MWE Helpers Needed

Show & Tell
Geoge Joy’s Butterfly

Entertainment
SureFlight Presentation by Jack Berg
Video of Scale Staffel Indoor Fly

Raffle Prizes
IA-63 Pampa all foam kit including

480 motor and fan.
Ikaris 6 channel Rx.
Sermos connectors.
Hobby knife, hot sock, balsa filler
Zoom Motors
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PEAK
CHARGE

Dedicated to the promotion of electric propulsion in all types of aeromodeling.

SEFSD 1999

Fall Fun Fest
September 25th and 26th

Saturday (25th)

7:30 to 8 Welcome address and Mandatory Pilot s Meeting
8 to 9 Dragonfly racing event (on the field)
8 to 9 Speed 400 F5B event (north racing course)
9 to 10 Mite Pylon Racing (north racing course)
9:30 to 10 Scale Judging (east pit area)
10 to 12 Glider LMR toss and open flying as announced
12 to 1 Lunch and Open flying
1 to 2 Speed 400 pylon racing (north racing course)
2 to dark Open flying
5:30 to 8:30 Tailgate Party for pilots, club memberss and families

Sunday (26th)

8 to 8:30 Mandatory Pilot s Meeting
8:30 to 12 Open Flying with exception of special flyoffs, etc.

as announced by the CD
12 to 1 Lunch and continued open flying
1 to dark Open flying and Raffle drawing at announced time

$10 for one days flying, or the bargain price of $15 for both days!  (and you get a free
raffle ticket with either rate!)  OR.........for those volunteering for half a day to help run the
meet, it s FREE! (see the  Request for Help  notice!)

Details for all the  Special Events  -- LMR Glider toss, Mite Racing, Speed 400 F5B,
Dragon Fly racing, Speed 400 pylon, and the Scale event can be obtained from our club
web page (http://sefsd.org) or by calling the specific Event Coordinators -- Don Larson
(619-638-7769), Harold Reed (619-273-6023), Bruce Cronkhite (619-278-6643), Bill
Knoll(760-729-1169, Steve Neu(619-284-0816), or Fred Harris (619-223-3043) (in that
order).  The CD is Steve Belknap (619-693-3739).
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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and further the
technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling: encourage competition in Electric
Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by
hosting major Industry sponsored events and sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests;
provide forums for the exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area wide model aviation events.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER

Wayne Walker

Silent Electric Flyers of
San Diego

Club Information

Web Site:  http://sefsd.org/

1999 Officers:
President Wayne Walker

284-6119 wayne.walker@daou.com
Vice President Bill Everitt
(760)753-1055 75022.1530@compuserve.com

Secretary Bob Davenport
222-4075 bobdport@home.com

Treasurer Mike Neale
674-1378 mneale@enerdyne.com

Editor Steve Belknap
693-3739 Let1Fly@aol.com

Safety Steve Neu
284-0816 SNEU@aol.com

SEFSD Mentors
These individuals want to help you
(current or potential members) with
your electric-flying questions:

Steve Belknap 693-3739
Wayne Walker 284-6119
Jim Baron 278-8099
Harold Reed 273-6023
Fred Harris 223-3043
Phil Moore (909) 696-1975

Monthly Meeting
Held on the third Wednesday of each
month (no meeting in December) at
7:00 PM. Meeting room is at the San
Diego Aerospace Museum, San Diego,
CA.

Flying Site
Located one half mile East of Sea
World on Sea World Drive.

Membership or Subscription:
Twenty five dollars per year for member-
ship. Fifteen for subscription only. Ten for
under 18 or additional family member.
Contact Mike Neale at 17140 Tam
O’Shanter Dr., Poway, CA 92064.

Flying
Site

Sea World Drive
I-8

I-5Sea
World

Interstate 5

Hwy 163

Park Bl

Presidents Way

Aero.
Museum

I’d like to say thanks everyone whow helped with putting on the F5D Pylon Team
Selection Trials. Your assistance as timers, scorers, and pylon judges was greatly appre-

ciated by all the entrants and myself. I think every one enjoyed the free lunch & workers
raffle, there are still several prizes in Steve Belknap’s van. I believe one is for Dudly & one
for the new Ron in the club.

The Fall Fun Fly is on the 25th & 26th, don’t forget & Don Wemple still has need of
some volunteers, he’ll be glad to give a half day job if you ask him!! See him at this
month’s meeting.

This month’s meeting will have Sureflight come and show us the latest in Electric
Airplane Kits made from foam! Be sure to be there & see these great new machines. Steve
Belknap will also show his Video of Electrics.

I’ll take a count of people interested in the Annual Christmas Dinner at 94th Aero
Squadron the first Sunday in Dec. so we can make our reseravations this month & take
firm commitments at the Nov. meeting.

Happy Safe Flying,
Wayne
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August Meeting
Minutes

A big crowd was there.  A total of 41 persons including  four visitors.   The latter were
Kevin and Candy Matney and Archie Adamisin with his son Archie 3rd.   The F5D

team trials on the following weekend  had drawn them across country from Michigan in
order to compete.

Don Wemple had the audience warmed up before the regular meeting began.  The
MWE and FFF action teams had been prompted, informed, and coerced per plan.  Don
then continued briefly at the beginning by inviting attendance at the soon to take place
FFF and also asking that all SDSEF members act independently to make visitors wel-
come on those big days.

Steve Belknap advised the group that indeed ‘big brother’ is watching.  Apparently a
Park ranger approached the field activity recently and enquired whether our field rules
were posted properly and were being adhered to.  Fortunately the posting was there, even
if buried below another notice, and no flagrant violations were noticed.   So.... keep to the
rules regarding areas in which to fly and be courteous!

A new listing of email addresses is available from Harold Reed at otpylon@adnc.com.
There are 51 member’s names listed thereon.   We are approaching 50%!!. If you are not
listed, please advise Harold who maintains this list.

The future of Fiesta Island, and our hoped for flying site there, has been in the papers
recently.  Apparently,  Ernest Hahn, the developer, has presented a formal proposal to
develop the whole island with hotels and a golf course.  Needless to say, this probably
conflicts with our desires but also it may present an opportunity if we could get the devel-
opment planners to designate a flying site and facility for us before any such project gels.
Any members who can assist in getting us so included are asked to act quickly as needed.
Once a plan is on paper and has been accepted, changes are difficult or impossible.

‘Tool Time’ came next with Stan Silver showing us a few of the tricks and methods
used in day-to-day shop work while modeling.  His good ideas, learned the hard way,
included  [1] a lazy susan center of influence to store small tools conveniently,  [2] use of
#2 exacto blades instead of #11, [3] a small cheap hand caliper, [4] Chapstick to prevent
CA sticking on surfaces where unwanted,  [5] a foot treadle for Dremel control, [6] thin
plastic cutting boards, [7] using an old speaker magnet to temporarily magnetize small
tools to be used in confined spaces. AND MORE!

Our bank balance is currently $4479.
The big show for the evening was a presentation and discussion by Bill Allen and Rich

Cassity of their activities in building and flying float planes.  Bill’s amply powered combo
LT 25 which has both float and wheeled supports provided the centerpiece.   Many plane
models, providing they are not short on power, may be converted easily to floats in either
a convertible or fixed format.  If members are interested in joining the fun at such places
as Otay Lakes, talk it over with Bill or Rich, and learn the few rules of thumb to size and
install floats.

Mike, the manager of Discount Hobbies on Claremont Mesa told us of their efforts to
expand electric modeling locally.

Jack Hix held up his latest model, a P47 finely crafted but yet unfinished effort.  His
detailed scale work makes him a leader of the scale pack.

Ron Scharck won the HiTec 4 channel radio in the raffle grand prize.

Letters To The Editor
(The following letters represent the view-
points of the individuals who wrote them,
and should not be misinterpreted as those
of the club as a whole, Peak Charge, or the
editor. Letters are always appreciated.)

REMINDER:
The AMA Safety Code says
"I will not fly my model aircraft in the

presence of spectators until I become a
qualified flier, unless assisted by an experi-
enced helper" "Model flying MUST be in
accordance with this code in order for AMA
liability protection to apply."

Next month we will publish a list of those
club member pilots who have become quali-
fied. If you believe that you should be on
that list, just get in touch with one of the
six club instructors.

Plans Missing!
Will the person who
borrowed Jack Hawks’
Air Cheif/Miss Deleware
plans, please call Jack at
271-1899.

Thank you
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Understanding Airfoils
By Bruce Cronkhite

Preface

The following series of articles on Wing Sections are intended for the modeler, not the airplane designer. The modeler does really
need, however, a good working knowledge of  how airfoils behave so he can evaluate how any model might behave in the air

before he builds or buys it.
Airfoils

The airfoil, or wing section, is probably understood better, and simultaneously less, than most other parts of your model and rightly
so. Depending on the model and on its intended use the airfoil used can either be critical, or really inconsequential to the overall
performance. But let’s get a little terminology straight.

Every airfoil has a name. There is a set of coordinates attached to that name that accurately describe the two-dimensional shape of
that airfoil so that anyone wishing to analyze it or build a wing around it can reproduce it, and all of it’s characteristics can do so with
confidence. If just one of the numbers in that coordinate set is changed than the airfoil incorporating that coordinate set can no longer

be identified by the original airfoil name. It is now something different. Figure (1) is a drawing of a Clark Y airfoil. Figure (2) is a
drawing of an Eppler 205. While they are both similar, having a flat bottom and about a 12% thickness they have very different
aerodynamic characteristics. Competitive sailplane flyers of a few years back were very enthusiastic about the 205, but would not have
been caught dead using a Clark-Y

 Of the 1412 published airfoils that have a flat bottom, a rounded nose, and about 12% thickness, only one of them is a Clark Y, so
don’t call one of them a Clark Y unless you know that it is. Our very popular favorite, the Mirage, does not use the Clark Y; the airfoil
it uses actually performs better.

O.K. on to airfoil performance. Airfoils are designed by many people and agencies. Most of them were designed for full-scale
aircraft, because that’s where the money is. But it was not well understood how airfoils behaved on models, where the Reynolds Number
is low.

Reynolds Number: The product of the distance air has to travel over the wing section, times the airspeed, times 6363..  or:
6363 xV x L =Re

Most models operate at Reynolds numbers less than 100,000

Most modelers spend their whole careers misunderstanding airfoil performance. Now don’t worry. While the definitive book on
airfoils, “Theory of Wing Sections”, by Ira Abbott and Albert Von Doenhoff, spends much of its 307 pages of text using partial
differential equations, we really don’t need to do that. Those two gentlemen did all that for us so that we can use the results of their
labors.  The truth is that most of the theoretical and experimental work done on airfoils is not related to how well an airfoil lifts but how
little it can be made to drag. But let’s back up some.

An airfoil, on its own, without the effects of the wing structure that it is a pert of, has three basic characteristics: its lift coefficient, its
drag coefficient, and its moment coefficient. These values are called coefficients because their values can be used to describe the
performance of a specific airfoil when that airfoil is subjected to a variable aerodynamic environment. That may sound like a double
mouthful, but an illustration will make it really simple.

Here’s the airfoil NACA 23012, Figure 3, which we’ll be talking
about. One of its most famous uses is (was) on the Taylorcraft BC-
series two-seat lightplanes. Famous for their efficiencies

We all know that when you increase the Angle of Attack of a
wing the amount of lift it produces also increases, until the wing

Fig. 1  Drawing of Clark Y Fig. 2  Drawing of Eppler 205

Fig. 3  Drawing of NACA 23012
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stalls. The graph in Figure 4 shows just that. These are the curves of lift coefficient, Cl, and moment coefficient Cm versus angle of
attack (a couple of curves of the same parameter at different Reynold’s number are superimposed just to save paper in the book these
came from) The line that slopes up to the right is the Cl /alpha and the little flat one across the middle is the Cm/alpha curve. The
horizontal axis is the line of zero lift, and the vertical axis is the line of zero Angle of Attack.

Notice that the curve, of the airfoil NACA 23012, crosses the vertical axis above the horizontal axis. Guess what. The 23012
generates some lift at zero degrees AOA. Follow the curve up to the top and note that the curve drops suddenly. The 23012 has a well-
known sharp stall.

Now look at the little curve of Cm/alpha. It goes almost horizontally across the plot, at an almost constant, but very small negative
value. This shows the characteristic of the 23012 that makes it a very good flying wing airfoil. Think about it.

Figure 5 shows the same curves ( with a couple of extraneous curves showing flap characteristics) for the Clark-Y. Not too different,
but look at the amount of negative pitching moment, Cm, and also the relatively gentle stall behavior. It’s quite a different animal.

Now if you made a set of plots of the same parameters produced by a flat plate you would see that the shape of the curves would be
quite similar. The flat plate, being a “symmetrical airfoil, that is “having no camber”, will have a Cl/alpha curve that crosses the zero lines
at zero, where they cross in the middle. But it will have a Cl/alpha curve slope that is very nearly the same as the 23012 ort the Clark-
Y. Its lift will vary as a function of AOA much the same. It actually looks like a pretty good wing, and many modelers have found that
to be true.

Next month we will continue with a discussion of the third major characteristic of an airfoil, drag, and about other kinds of aerody-
namic drag  (having nothing to do with how you dress). We will also talk about a guy named Michael Selig; you may have heard of him.
The work he did on low Re airfoil testing has done almost more than any other to help the modeler to use an airfoil with intelligence,
not mythology and guesswork.

Fig. 4  Curves of lift and moment
coefficients for the NACA23012 airfoil

Fig. 5  Curves of lift and moment
coefficients for the Clark-Y airfoil
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Minutes of the Fall Fun Fly Meeting in August
1.  We modified the schedule with the mandatory pilot's meeting beginning at 8am, with DragonFly racing 8:30-9:30, Speed 400 F5B
9-11 and Mite racing 9-11.  These changes were made on our web site also.
2.  Prez Wayne Walker volunteered for a lot of things:  the purchase of another speaker for the PA system, the finding of appropriate
barriers/poles/delineators/caution stripping to separate off the pits from the runway on one side and the crowd on the other, and the
bringing of three grills/charcoal for the tailgate.
3.  Don Wemple volunteered to print up 50 copies of the schedule to pass out to pilots.
4.  Harold Reed, Frank Smith, Charlie White, and Jack Hawks will spearhead the set up of all the tent/tarp/kitchen/dining enclosures
on Friday the 23rd.  As many club members and committee members that can make it will be there to act under their direction.
Takedown will begin midafternoon on Sunday with the same cast of characters.
5.  The following volunteered/were assigned to help (1/2 day) in the following areas: Mike Zimmer will aid Bruce Cronkhite with race
timing.  Jerry Symons will aid Bill Everitt with the raffle.  Armando Carrillo, Perry Ah-Tye, and Dudley will aid Stan Silver with
impounds.  Lisa will aid Bill Everitt with Registration.  Cliff Vaughan, Ralph Schienholt, Richard Dunbar (Yuma) and Ray Halton
(Yuma) will aid Bill Knoll with parking
(If your name doesn't appear on the above list, I apologize for not getting it down at the meeting, but please show up anyway and
volunteer whereever you see an opportunity!)
6.  Last of all Bill Allen volunteered to host the Scale event in the absence of Fred Harris.

Don

Hey Members!
Don't stay away because there will be a few visitors flying with us on the 25th and 26th!  Bring out your models and your families

and celebrate electric flight!  There will be breakfasts and lunches served on the field both days -- excellent food, moderately
priced, and plenty of "sit-down space" while you dine (undercover, too!), and a fun Tailgate party on Saturday evening -- 5:30 on --
bring your own meats to charcoal, drinks, plates and silverware, and the Club will provide the glowing charcoal grills.

Let's make this an annual social event for the entire club and their families.
PS  Although any qualified pilot can fly any electric ($10 for one day, $15 for two), there will be special competition in 6 "events" -

- Dragon Fly Pylon Racing, Speed 400 Pylon Racing, Speed 400 F5B, Old Timer (Tlush Mite) Pylon Racing, LMR Glider Toss, and
Scale.

Even if you don't fly, come on out!........ There will be vendors aplenty, with lots of goodies to look at, as well as electric model fans
from the whole southwestern states to meet and talk with about our passion -- Electrics!

SEFSD FALL TAILGATE
When:  5:30pm, Saturday Evening, September 25th

Where:  South Shores Model Airport (our field)

Who s to Come:  All SEFSD members, their families, and Fall FunFly Contestants and their families

What d’ya Bring:  Anything you want to barbeque and drink plus the trimmings you want to add, and plates,
vessels, and utensils

Cost?:  Absolutely nothing!

What will the Club Supply?:  Prez Walker will supply the braziers and very hot charcoal.

COME JOIN THE FUN!
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The NEW 1999 FAI F5B Team
Steve Neu, Thomas Pils, & Jerry Bridgeman

Congratulations!
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By Bruce Cronkhite

Early in the development of this event, while the rules were being formulated, Steve NEU suggested that we shorten the proposed
100 meter course. to give more legs. I declined on the basis that we wanted to retain commonality with Europeans who invented it.

Since then the reasons for commonality have been obviated, so we have set some new rules following Steve's suggestion. A new course
has been laid out which has been flown and proven to have all of the advantages suggested by Steve.

New Rules: 1. Course shortened to 200 ft. between Bases A and B
2.  Score is 10 points per leg
3. Unlimited climbs during the distance task
4. Duration task shortened to 3 minutes from 5 minutes
5. Landing circle reduced from 15 meters to 30 ft.diameter

Everything else to remain the same. These changes should have no effect on model design except that it is now possible to make the
whole course using 500AR cells Benefits: The event will go faster making more flights possible; it's a better spectator sport, and (best of
all) it's more fun. I know, I've flown it.  We are actually using the pylons set for the Old Timer Pylon course at the 200 ft distance. These
are off to the north of the field runway so that F5B-400 can be flown with simultaneous other runway operations.  We will leave the
poles up, as they should not be a hazard, but if you are worried about it ,just pull the pole from the socket and lay it down close bye.

We also have a beeper, so if anyone wants to try the event , let me know and I'll bring the stuff to the field.

By Bob Kreutzer

Here are some pictures of my DAW  Staudacher speed 400 aerobatic model. I have not yet flown it, though. It weighs 353 grams
without the battery.  I did a few things that were not as per the plans.

1. I used laser-cut, plywood control horns from Diversity Model Aircraft in place of the specified, cut-off servo control horns.
2. I used a speed control  ( also from Diversity Model Aircraft ) other than the Jeti. This is left partially open in cowling for air flow

cooling. Note the size of the opening and the little slit ( for the motor shaft) in the chin area of the cowling . This allows easy removal
of the motor and speed controller for servicing.

3. I routed my battery leads around the back of the wing so as to allow the use of my  ZAPP'ed  battery packs that I also use in my
SkaT pylon racer.  ( Also from Diversity Model Aircraft )

4.  I used a highly modified 400 motor ( you guessed it, Diversity Model Aircraft ! ) . This has a diamond turned commutator, that
is also precisioned balanced . It has Zapped magnets that are shimmed closer to the armature. It has silver-shunted, high amp brush
holders, and has advanced timing. I am running a 5X5 APC propeller on a Graupner spinner.

Other than that it is built per plans. This was my first experience with EPP foam construction and I have to say it was very easy. Some
words of advice to first time EPP builders though:
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SEFSD  VIDEO  LIST
See Fred Harris, the Librarian.
One month free borrow.

A CELEBRATION OF EAGLES  ( AMA )
Float Flying ( John Sullivan )
Airborne R/C Video  (Fred Harris)
Gas to Electric Conversion
Airplane (Joe Wurts)
Getting Started in Electric Flight
Air Force Top Gun
1994 KRC Electric Fly
A-10 Warthog
1996 KRC Electric Fly
Basic Construction for Beginners
Lets get Serious About Electric Flight
Basic Flight Training for beginners
Monokote
Byron Originals Show Season 1985
Monokote-II
Cutting Foam Cores
1996 NATS-Video Highlights
Desert Storm-Tornado
Polyspan Covering Instructions
Double Eagle
Power for Performance
Electric Flight
R/C Flying
Electric Flight & Schneider Cup
The Schneider Sport Electric
Electrifying the Fantasy
T-Birde (Thunderbirds)
F-16 Falcon
Vacuum Bagging
Wring it Out
Wring it Out-II

FOR SALE or SWAP
Spare Wings, Ready to Fly For:
Tower EP 2 Meter
Electra
PT Trainer
Mirage

Cal Ray at (619) 277-3833

Classified

Don't use the hotmelt glue gun! It's too fast ( for me anyhow! ) to fixture the parts
accurately.  Buff the control wires with a piece of printer paper to get any surface rust off
( or 2000 grit sand paper would work too) and rub some low viscosity silicone spray
lubricant on the wires before inserting into the teflon tubes. This made a major ( I mea-
sured an 80% reduction!) difference in the "stiction" of the control rods. This will help
increase accurate control surface centering.
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10223 Kaiser Place
San Diego, CA 92126

FREE  FREE!!
Admission to the SEFSD Fall Fun Fest

Save $10 to $15!
For Funfly Helpers!    On September 25th & 26th

$10 for one days flying, or the bargain price of $15 for both days! (and you get a free raffle ticket with either rate!)
OR.........for those volunteering for half a day to help run the meet, it’s FREE!   There is plenty of time
to build, and test a ship for any of these Special Events.  Come and join in the fun!  Even if you choose not to
compete in any of the Special Events, please come out and join us in celebrating this special get together.  Bring
your favorite plane to fly, and don t forget to bring your family, and your favorite food for the Tailgate Party
Saturday evening.  There’ll be several charcoal grills hot and ready to go at 5:30.

We haven’t had a rash of Club members volunteer to help run the Fun Fly, but if you would like to volunteer, be
at the AeroSpace Museum Lecture Hall at 6pm on Wednesday,  August 18th.  (Or call Don Wemple at: (619) 469-
5566.)  All committee members will report on how things are going.  We will conclude before the 7pm General
Meeting. Ther’ll be a good ol’ fashion “Tent Raisin’” on Friday at 10:00AM.

Lots of other tasks too.  Please come on out for that and help!!


